
The US are set for a shorter trading week as markets close for
Thursday (Thanksgiving) and part of Friday, with lower volumes and
volatility also expected in Europe towards the end of the week as a
result. Covid-19 is likely to remain the main driver of risk sentiment in
the coming days, markets are constantly weighing up the rising
trajectory of the pandemic versus ongoing progress towards the
widespread use of vaccines in 2021. Brexit will be back in the
headlines this week, with time running out to get a deal done that can
be ratified before the Brexit transition period expires at the end of
December. Agreements on fishing and state aid remain the two
stumbling blocks, EU leaders have set a new deadline of Tuesday next
week for all remaining disagreements to be resolved.
In terms of economic data, PMI results came in this morning showing
the UK economy to be ahead of expectations for both Manufacturing
and Services, Europe saw a 53.6 beat of 53.2 expectations for
Manufacturing and a 41.3 miss of 42.2 expectations for Services.
Later today we will get the same PMI results from the States, followed
by minutes from the BOE's most recent meeting. Tomorrow will be
quieter, with CRH releasing earnings results in the morning and
Consumer Confidence figures from the US in the afternoon.
Wednesday afternoon will see quarterly GDP data from the States,
followed by minutes from the Federal Reserve's most recent
monetary policy meeting. American markets will remain shut on
Thursday in observance of the Thanksgiving bank holiday, and will
shut early on Friday for the same reason.
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: The main indices are rallying in Europe this morning on the back of the
positive vaccine news, EuroStoxx50 trading its highest prices since late February. VIX
below $23.40 on Monday morning as markets rally, futures in the US between 0.5%
and 1% higher at the time of writing. This vaccine news has helped the move into
cyclical stocks continue this morning, with stay at home stocks lagging.
Currencies: The Dollar is on the back foot on Monday as funds flow out of the safe
haven and into riskier assets amid the positive news from AstraZeneca. EUR/USD
trading above 1.1880 on Monday at the higher end of its 4-month range, with most of
Europe looking to get the virus spread somewhat under control as the US still sees
extremely high infection rates. Brexit talks will be the focus for the Pound this week, as
negotiators begin the final push before a deadline in 8 days time.
Safe-havens: Gold is half a percent lower today, as a general risk-on sentiment
sweeps across markets and hopes for a widespread vaccine in 2021 begin to come to
fruition. The precious metal, currently at $1,865, has been trading the bottom of its
$150 range for the past 2 weeks. Yields are little moved this morning after a quiet
Friday which saw the US-German spread remain steady and relatively in line. In
general, most sovereign bonds have been fairly directionless over recent months,
showing much lower volatility than they did at the start of the year.

The Week Ahead

Vaccine News
British-Swedish multinational pharmaceutical firm AstraZeneca, along
with Oxford University, have this morning released news on their
Covid-19 vaccine, showing the drug to be 70% effective in preventing
infection. Taking a closer look at the figures: two different doses were
tested, one with 90% efficacy and the other 62%, for a combined 70%
effective rate. Importantly, AstraZeneca have announced there were
no hospitalisations or severe cases of the virus reported in patients
who received the new vaccine.
This morning's news is another huge milestone in the emergence
from the current pandemic, AstraZeneca's drug does not require the
ultra-cold temperatures that Pfizer's does, and can be stored and
widely dispersed at regular refrigerator temperatures. 
Following in the footsteps of Pfizer and Moderna last week,
AstraZeneca will now look to submit its data to the respective
regulators around the globe. Positively, manufacturing of the drug is
already underway with a reported 3 billion doses of the vaccine to be
supplied over the course of 2021. 


